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Japanese shows an asymmetry in the treatment of word-ﬁnal [n] in loanwords from
English and French: while it is adapted as a moraic nasal consonant in loanwords
from English, it is adapted with a following epenthetic vowel in loanwords from
French. We provide experimental evidence that this asymmetry is due to phonetic
diﬀerences in the realisation of word-ﬁnal [n] in English and French, and, consequently, to the way in which English and French word-ﬁnal [n] are perceived by
native speakers of Japanese. Speciﬁcally, French but not English word-ﬁnal [n] has
a strong vocalic release that Japanese listeners perceive as their native vowel [ﬄ].
We propose a psycholinguistic model in which most loanword adaptations originate
in perceptual assimilation, a process which takes place during perception and which
maps non-native sounds and sound structures onto the phonetically closest native
ones. We compare our model to alternatives couched within phonological theory.

1 Introduction
This article is concerned with the treatment of word-ﬁnal [n] in English
and French loanwords in Japanese. Consider the data in (1), showing that
loanwords from English and French are not treated alike : loanwords from
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English are always adapted with a ﬁnal moraic nasal consonant, whereas
loanwords from French invariably end in an epenthetic vowel.1

(1) a. Loanwords from English
< pen
pen
wƒkuman < walkman
monsÀn < monsoon
b. Loanwords from French
< Cannes
kannu
parijennu < parisienne
< terrine
ter√nu

[kan]
[pa¶izjEn] ‘Parisian-fem’
[tE¶in]
‘pâté, terrine’

Similar data can be found in Shinohara (1997), who collected online
adaptations of English and French words (as opposed to loanwords that
are integrated in the Japanese lexicon). These adaptations were provided
by Japanese speakers with a good knowledge of English and French respectively. Examples are shown in (2).

(2) a. Online adaptations of English words
< pain
pein
< origin
orizin
sarÀteisjon < salutation
b. Online adaptations of French words
[dwan] ‘customs’
< douane
duannu
[pisin] ‘swimming pool’
< piscine
pishinnu
puroshennu < prochaine [p¶OSEn] ‘next-fem’
In standard accounts of loanword adaptations, the input to loanword
adaptations is constituted by the surface form of the source language,
and the adaptations are computed by the phonological grammar of the
borrowing language (see, among many others, Hyman 1970, Jacobs &
Gussenhoven 2000). In such accounts, diﬀerent borrowing languages can
treat a given surface form diﬀerently, due to the fact that their phonological grammars are not the same. However, the Japanese data seem to be
problematic. Here, the same surface segment, [n], gives rise to diﬀerent
adaptations within the same borrowing language.
How can there be two diﬀerent adaptations in Japanese for what
superﬁcially looks like the same input segment (in the sense that the native
intuition of both English and French speakers is that the words in the
examples above end in [n]) ? There are several possible answers to this
puzzle. First of all, loanword adaptations might be inﬂuenced by the
spelling of the source words. Under this account, the asymmetry would be
due to diﬀerences in the English and French spellings of words ending in
1 Throughout this article, we transcribe Japanese words by means of the rōmaji

alphabet, which comes fairly close to a phonetic transcription. Important for the
purposes of the present paper is that the graphemeYuZstands for the back unrounded vowel [ﬄ], and that syllable-ﬁnalYnZhas various phonetic realisations, to
be discussed in w2.
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[n]. Hence this solution would state that the input to the adaptations
consists of an orthographic representation, which is diﬀerent in English
and French. Moreover, the adaptations would not be computed by the
phonological grammar but by the reading system of Japanese. Second,
loanword adaptations might be calculated on the basis of the underlying
rather than the surface form. English and French word-ﬁnal [n], then,
would be argued to derive from diﬀerent underlying forms. The assumption is thus made that loanword adaptations are calculated by highly
proﬁcient bilinguals. The same assumption underlies the third possible
solution, according to which global diﬀerences in the English and French
phonologies are responsible for the observed asymmetry in the Japanese
adaptations. It would thus be the adapters’ knowledge of the phonological
systems of the source languages, English and French, which inﬂuences the
adaptations, and loanword adaptations would not be (solely) computed by
the phonological grammar of the borrowing language, Japanese. Finally,
loanword adaptations might be calculated on the basis of a ﬁne-grained
phonetic representation rather than the phonological surface representation in the source language. In other words, subtle diﬀerences in the
phonetic realisation of word-ﬁnal [n] in English and French would be
responsible for the diﬀerent adaptations in Japanese.
We can thus distinguish three diﬀerent types of explanation, one
orthographic, one phonological and one phonetic. In this article, we argue
in favour of the third type of explanation. Our proposal is couched within
the framework of Peperkamp & Dupoux (2003) and Peperkamp (2005), in
which loanword adaptations are considered to be the formal reﬂex of
perceptual assimilation, a process that applies during speech perception
and that maps non-native sound structures onto the phonetically closest
native ones. This process being computed by an acoustic distance metric,
we depart from the idea that loanword adaptations are computed by the
phonological grammar of the borrowing language. Rather, they are inﬂuenced by it, in that it is this grammar that determines which sounds and
sound structures are available for non-native ones to be mapped onto.
We investigate the perceptual origin of the Japanese loanword data (and
hence their phonetic nature) with two perception experiments. The ﬁrst
experiment shows that monolingual Japanese speakers perceive English
word-ﬁnal [n] to be closest to the moraic nasal consonant in their language
and French word-ﬁnal [n] to a sequence of nasal consonant plus vowel.
The second experiment shows that bilingual Japanese speakers have difﬁculties distinguishing French forms ending in [n] from corresponding
ones ending in [nu]. Together, these experiments show that Japanese
speakers, ﬁrstly, are sensitive to ﬁne phonetic diﬀerences between English
and French word-ﬁnal [n], and, secondly, perceive a vowel at the end of
word-ﬁnal [n] in French. Hence the loanword data are mirrored by the
way in which Japanese listeners perceive word-ﬁnal English and French
[n]. Given the primacy of perception over production, this is strong evidence that the loanword adaptations originate in perceptual assimilation
and consist of phonetically minimal transformations. We conclude by
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comparing our psycholinguistic model to the linguistic model proposed by
Kang (2003) and Kenstowicz & Suchato (2006) to account for the role of
perception in loanword adaptations. Despite the presence of similarities
with this model, our psycholinguistic model will be shown to be fundamentally diﬀerent in one respect: due to the automatic character of
perceptual assimilation and the primacy of perception over production, it
only allows for a limited number of loanword adaptations that are not due
to distortions during speech perception, but rather to adjustments taking
place during production.

2 Absence vs. presence of epenthesis: orthography,
phonology or phonetics ?
Japanese has a very simple syllable structure. Branching onsets are not
allowed, and syllable codas can be ﬁlled only by a moraic nasal consonant
or by the ﬁrst half of a geminate. In loanwords, input structures that
violate the Japanese syllable structure constraints are typically repaired by
means of vowel epenthesis (Lovins 1975). Whether or not the presence of
a word-ﬁnal [n] in foreign words violates Japanese phonotactics is debatable. This is due to the fact that the Japanese moraic nasal consonant is
quite unlike [n] in most other languages, including English and French.
Indeed, its phonetic realisation varies considerably, according to the phonological context. Before a consonant, it is realised as a nasal consonant
that assimilates in place to the following consonant; in other contexts, it is
realised as an unreleased uvular nasal, or even as a nasalised copy of the
preceding vowel (Shibatani 1990, Kondo 1997). It is therefore not obvious
whether English and French [n] can be said to correspond phonologically
to the moraic nasal found syllable-ﬁnally in Japanese. For the present
purposes, however, we do not need to argue one way or the other, since
whichever position we take, the asymmetry between the absence of epenthesis in loanwords from English and its presence in loanwords from
French remains surprising. On the one hand, if we consider ﬁnal [n] in
English and French words to be in accordance with the Japanese phonotactics, then it is the pattern with epenthesis in loanwords from French
that seems unnecessarily complex. On the other hand, if we consider
word-ﬁnal [n] to constitute a violation of the Japanese phonotactics, then
it is the English pattern that is deviant, in that the violation is not repaired
by means of epenthesis, which is the usual repair strategy in case of
syllable-structure violations.
As mentioned above, there are three possible types of account of the
asymmetry, based on orthographic, phonological and phonetic arguments
respectively. We will consider them in turn.
2.1 Orthography
It is not hard to see that orthography can play a role in loanword adaptations. For instance, the Afrikaans word Boer is adapted as [boEƒ] in
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French, which is obviously based on the Afrikaans spelling of this word
rather than being derived from either its underlying form /bur/ or its
surface form [bur]. Of course, very few French speakers would know how
to pronounce written Afrikaans words, but even bilingual borrowers have
been shown to be inﬂuenced by the orthography of the source language,
albeit in subtler ways (Vendelin & Peperkamp 2006). For the case at hand,
an orthographic account would state that diﬀerences in the spelling of
word-ﬁnal [n] in English and French are the source of the observed
asymmetry in Japanese. In particular, in English, word-ﬁnal [n] corresponds most often to the last letter in the written word, whereas in French
orthography, it is virtually always followed by the grapheme <e>. Given
that in rōmaji, the Japanese writing system that uses the Latin alphabet,
the moraic nasal consonant is represented by the grapheme <n>, this
would explain why loanwords from English are adapted with a ﬁnal
moraic nasal and loanwords from French with an epenthetic vowel.
The obvious problem with this account is that the vowel that is inserted
after French word-ﬁnal [n] is [ﬄ], which is represented by <u> in
rōmaji. Clearly, the vowel [e] would correspond more directly to the grapheme <e> that appears after <n> at the end of French words. It is true
that in French a word-ﬁnal <e> is sometimes realised phonetically as the
vowel schwa, for instance in versiﬁcation or phrase-internally to break
up large consonant clusters (as in centre-gauche [s.tƒ@goS] ‘centre-left ’;
cf. centre [s.tƒ]); one might thus argue that Japanese bilinguals are aware
of the correspondence between <e> and [@], the latter being most similar
to Japanese [ﬄ]. This, then, would explain why the epenthetic vowel in
French loanwords is [ﬄ]. However, [ﬄ] is used as the epenthetic vowel not
only following word-ﬁnal [n] in loanwords from French, but also after
other coda consonants and within consonant clusters, whether in loanwords from French (abekkuYavec [avEk] ‘with ’; guranpuriYgrand prix
[gƒpƒi]), English (kurabuYclub) or any other language. In the overwhelming majority of these cases, [ﬄ] does not correspond to any vowel
in the spelling of the source word. It is therefore unlikely that the quality
of the epenthetic vowel in the case at hand is related to the relatively weak
<e>-to-[@] correspondence in French. Rather, it seems to have the same
motivation (which we will argue below to be phonetic) as in the other
cases. We thus reject an orthographic account of the asymmetry between
[n]-ﬁnal loanwords from English and French.
2.2 Phonology
Although in most theories of loanword adaptations the input to the
adaptations is constituted by the surface forms of the source language,
another view is that adaptations are computed on the basis of a more
abstract representation (Paradis & LaCharité 1997, LaCharité & Paradis
2005). According to this view, adaptations are established by highly proﬁcient bilinguals who can access the underlying representation of words
in the source language. Diﬀerences in the underlying representation of
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word-ﬁnal [n] in English and French, then, could be responsible for the
observed asymmetry.
It has indeed been proposed that in French, words ending in a consonant derive from an underlying representation in which this consonant
is followed by schwa (Dell 1973) ; given that no such proposal exists for
English, this might explain why loanwords from French but not from
English are adapted with a ﬁnal epenthetic vowel. We reject, however, the
hypothesis that adaptations are based on underlying rather than on surface
representations, because it makes many wrong predictions. Examples
concerning loanwords from English and French are the following. The
English word eroticism, being derived from erotic, contains an underlying
/k/ ; we would thus incorrectly predict the Japanese adaptation, erochishizumu, to contain [k] rather than [S]. Likewise, the French adjectives grand
[gƒ] ‘big ’ and petit [p@ti] ‘small ’ contain an underlying ﬁnal /t/. This
so-called liaison consonant surfaces before vowel-initial words only, as
in grand arbre [gƒtaƒbƒ] and petit arbre [p@titaƒbƒ] ‘big/small tree ’ (Dell
1973). If loanword adaptations were based on underlying representations
we would expect the underlying consonant to be present in the Japanese
adaptations of these words even before consonant-initial words, contrary
to fact. Indeed, we ﬁnd guranpuri from grand prix, and puchiburu from
petit bourgeois.2
Another possible phonological diﬀerence between English and French
could lie in the syllabiﬁcation of word-ﬁnal consonants. In particular,
certain phonological theories allow for these consonants to be syllabiﬁed
in the onset of an empty-headed syllable, that is, a syllable containing a
phonetically empty nucleus (see, for instance, Kaye et al. 1990). If wordﬁnal consonants are syllabiﬁed as onset consonants and hence are followed
by a silent vowel in French, this might explain why loanwords from
French are adapted with a ﬁnal vowel. Of course, in order for the asymmetry between loanwords from French and English to be captured,
it would have to be shown that in English, word-ﬁnal consonants are
syllabiﬁed as proper coda consonants.
It has indeed been proposed that all word-ﬁnal consonants in French
constitute the onsets of empty-headed syllables. Two arguments have
been advanced. The ﬁrst one is phonological : various consonant clusters
observed word-ﬁnally (such as [pl] at the end of peuple [pœpl] ‘people ’)
cannot occur in word-internal syllable codas, although they do occur as
onset clusters (Dell 1995, Harris 1997, Goad & Brannen 2003). The second argument is phonetic: word-ﬁnal consonants typically have a vocalic
release, regardless of whether they are part of a cluster or not (Goad &
Brannen 2003). Concerning English, however, phonological arguments
similarly exist in favour of the view that (some) word-ﬁnal consonants
are syllabiﬁed as onset consonants. For instance, Goad & Brannen (2003)
2 One might argue that these expressions have been borrowed via English rather than

directly from French. But even if they were ﬁrst borrowed into English, the problem remains the same : why does the ﬁnal underlying /t/ from the French sources fail
to surface in the English adaptations ?
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remark that ternary rhymes are excluded in English ; word-internally,
indeed, syllable rhymes are maximally binary. Therefore, a word-ﬁnal
consonant cannot be part of the preceding syllable if its rhyme already
contains a long vowel, diphthong or another consonant (as in beet, ﬁve,
milk). Goad & Brannen thus propose that such consonants are syllabiﬁed
as onset consonants. A slightly diﬀerent stance is taken by Harris (1997).
Assuming that within a given language, word-ﬁnal consonants are uniformly syllabiﬁed either as onset or as coda consonants, he proposes that
all word-ﬁnal consonants in English are in the onsets of empty-headed
syllables.
Taken together, these proposals make the correct prediction that
[n]-ﬁnal loanwords from French are adapted with an epenthetic vowel,
but the incorrect prediction that some or all [n]-ﬁnal loanwords from
English likewise undergo epenthesis. Crucially, we are not aware of any
proposal that would make the correct predictions throughout ; such a
proposal would state that word-ﬁnal consonants are uniformly syllabiﬁed
as onset consonants in French and as coda consonants in English. Hence,
we reject a phonological analysis based on diﬀerences in the syllabiﬁcation
of word-ﬁnal consonants in English and French.3
Yet another phonological explication of the asymmetry in loanword
adaptations might be sought in diﬀerences in the global phonological
systems of English and French. Speciﬁcally, it might be argued that
proﬁcient bilingual speakers take the phonological grammar of the source
language as a whole into account. For the case at hand, the most notable
diﬀerence in the phonologies of English and French is the status of
nasality. In English, nasality is phonemic in consonants, but allophonic in
vowels, with oral vowels being nasalised before nasal consonants. In
French, by contrast, nasality is phonemic in both consonants and vowels.
In particular, the oral vowels /E O A/ have nasal counterparts /1 / /.
Therefore, words ending in VN sequences can contrast with words ending
in Ṽ, as shown by the pair Cannes [kan] – Caen [k] (both cities in France).
In Japanese, French nasal vowels are adapted as oral vowels followed by a
moraic nasal consonant, as shown in (3).4

(3) dessan < dessin
zubon < jupon
roman < roman

[dEsÙ] ‘rough sketch’
[ZypÚ] ‘trousers’
[¶omÒ] ‘spirit of adventure’

3 Of course, taking only phonetic arguments into account, one might hypothesise that

word-ﬁnal consonants are syllabiﬁed as onset consonants in languages such as
French, in which these consonants have an important vocalic release, and as coda
consonants in the remaining languages, including English. In this case, however,
the phonological account of the asymmetry in the adaptation pattern would be
nothing other than a more complicated version of the phonetic one, to be discussed
in w2.3. That is, phonetic diﬀerences in English and French would be responsible
for the observed asymmetry, but in an indirect way, via abstract syllable structure.
4 The glosses are those of the words as they are used in Japanese; they are derived
from but do not correspond to the meaning of the source words in French.
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If words ending in VN were adapted according to the English pattern, the
French contrast between word-ﬁnal Ṽ and VN would thus be lost. This is
shown in (5) with the minimal pair Caen – Cannes.

(4) kan
< Caen
[kÒ]
kannu/*kan < Cannes [kan]
Hence this analysis would stipulate that French words ending in VN
undergo vowel epenthesis in order to preserve a phonemic contrast present in the source language.5 The English pattern without epenthesis, by
contrast, would be the default adaptation. One would still need to explain,
however, why epenthesis occurs even when the ﬁnal nasal consonant is
preceded by a vowel that has no nasal counterpart in French, such as /i/ ;
indeed, the word-ﬁnal sequence /in/ could very well be adapted as [iN],
given that there is no nasal vowel that would yield the same adaptation.
Moreover, this analysis has the shortcoming of not being generalisable to
many other cases. Loss of foreign phonemic contrasts is indeed massively
attested in loanword adaptations. For instance, the oral vowels /u y ¿ œ/
are all adapted as [u], and both /r/ and /l/ are adapted as [¶] in Japanese
loanwords from French. Some more examples involving loanwords from
French in other languages are: both /r/ and /l/ are adapted as [l] in White
Hmong (Golston & Yang 2001), /S/ and /s/ merge to [s] in Fula (Paradis &
LaCharité 1997), and word-ﬁnal / 1 // are adapted as [a e o] in Kinyarwanda, thus yielding the loss of contrast between oral and nasal vowels
(Rose 1999). It is hence unlikely that the adaptation of French word-ﬁnal
[n] in Japanese is driven by a requirement to avoid the loss of the French
contrast between Ṽ and VN.
2.3 Phonetics
Finally, according to the phonetic account, subtle diﬀerences in the realisation of [n] in English and French are held responsible for the observed
asymmetry. In particular, word-ﬁnal [n] typically has a strong release in
French but not in English (Tranel 1987). This is the account we defend
here. We argue that French and English words ending in [n] are phonetically closest to Japanese forms with and without a ﬁnal [ﬄ] respectively. Hence, whereas the adaptations of ﬁnal [n] from the two source
languages do not involve the same complexity from a phonological point
of view, from a phonetic point of view they do : they each represent a
phonetically minimal change with respect to the source form to which they
apply.
More speciﬁcally, we argue that the adaptations of word-ﬁnal [n] reﬂect
the way in which English and French words are perceived by Japanese
listeners. Our reasoning is as follows. Experimental research has shown
that during speech perception, systematic distortions apply to all aspects
5 In this respect, it would be similar to the analysis of the adaptation of English and

Japanese [s] into Korean proposed by Ito et al. (2006).
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Figure 1
Phonetic decoding of native and non-native sounds. X and Y designate
the extensions of the realisation of the segments [x] and [y] belonging to
a given language in the acoustic space, represented here as a plane.
During perception, native sounds (denoted by °) are decoded as the
corresponding segment [x] or [y]; the non-native sound (denoted by *)
is closer to Y than to X and is hence decoded as [y].

of non-native phonological structure, including segments (Goto 1971,
Werker & Tees 1984), suprasegments (Kiriloﬀ 1969, Gandour 1983, Lee
& Nusbaum 1993, Dupoux et al. 1997) and syllable phonotactics (Massaro
& Cohen 1983, Hallé et al. 1998, Dupoux et al. 1999). In particular, nonnative sounds and sound structures are perceived as native ones, a
phenomenon called PERCEPTUAL ASSIMILATION. This perceptual assimilation of non-native sounds is due to phonetic decoding, a process that
transforms continuous universal phonetic representations into discrete
language-speciﬁc ones (see, for instance, Best 1994). During this process,
illustrated in Fig. 1, non-native sounds are assimilated to the closest
available phonetic category, with closeness being deﬁned in terms of either
acoustic proximity (Kuhl 2000) or proximity in the sense of ﬁne-grained
articulatory gestures (Best & Strange 1992).
In order to account for perceptual assimilation of suprasegmental and
phonotactic structures, Peperkamp & Dupoux (2003) proposed that the
input to the phonetic decoder is constituted by chunks of the acoustic
signal having the size of a syllable rather than of a segment. Hence, complete syllables are mapped onto the phonetically closest ones that are wellformed in the listener’s native language. Within this framework (see also
Peperkamp 2005), loanword adaptations are thus considered to originate
in perceptual assimilation (modulo a possible eﬀect of orthography) and,
therefore, consist of phonetically minimal transformations.6 Crucially,
6 An exception is made for loanword adaptations that do not repair illegal phono-

logical structures but represent generalisations to a default pattern in the borrowing
language (Shinohara 2000, Kenstowicz & Sohn 2001). For instance, Kenstowicz &
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these transformations are not computed by the grammar of the
borrowing language, but rather depend upon an acoustic or articulatory
distance metric.7 In this framework, the role of the phonological grammar
is restricted to providing the available native forms to which non-native
forms are assimilated during phonetic decoding.
Empirical support for the present proposal can be found in a comparison of the loanword literature with the speech-perception literature,
showing that psycholinguists have documented several cases of perceptual
assimilation that are reﬂected in loanword adaptations. These perceptual
assimilations, moreover, are attested even in highly proﬁcient bilinguals,
and they resist speciﬁc training. A segmental example is provided by
Japanese. This language has only one liquid consonant, and its native
speakers ﬁnd it hard to distinguish the English liquids [] and [l] in CV
stimuli, suggesting that they perceptually assimilate them to their single
liquid consonant (Goto 1971). The diﬃculties experienced by native
listeners, which are present also in bilinguals (Flege et al. 1996, Aoyama
et al. 2004) and which resist to a large extent speciﬁc training to distinguish [] and [l] (Lively et al. 1993), are reﬂected in loanwords from
English : syllable-initial [] and [l] are adapted as the same consonant in
Japanese (Lovins 1975). A suprasegmental example is provided by
French, in which stress predictably falls on the ﬁnal syllable of the word.
French listeners, even those who have a very good mastery of a language
with contrastive stress such as Spanish, have severe diﬃculties perceiving
stress contrasts (Dupoux et al. 1997, Dupoux et al. 2008). This perceptual
assimilation eﬀect is reﬂected in French loanwords, with stress being
systematically word-ﬁnal. Finally, a phonotactic example is again provided by Japanese, in which most consonant clusters are illegal. Both
monolingual and bilingual Japanese listeners ﬁnd it hard to distinguish
between non-native clusters and the same clusters broken up by the vowel
[u] (Dupoux et al. 1999, Nakamura & Dupoux, in preparation), and such
clusters undergo vowel epenthesis in loanwords (Lovins 1975).

Sohn (2001) discuss the Korean adaptation of English words like cinema with a pitch
accent on the penultimate syllable. This adaptation is surprising, since antepenultimate accent would be perfectly acceptable in Korean. A perceptual distortion,
then, cannot be the source of the adaptation. Rather, it appears that in words consisting of three light syllables, penultimate accent is the default pattern.
7 The precise nature of this distance metric remains to be speciﬁed. If it is deﬁned in
acoustic terms, it should compare the spectral and durational properties as well as
the F0 contour of the foreign form to a set of phonotactically legal native forms.
A method for computing the distance between spectra, applied by Mielke (2005),
consists in converting each spectrum to a matrix composed of a set of Mel-scaled
cepstral coeﬃcients computed at short intervals (15 ms), and comparing these
matrices by means of Dynamic Time Warping, an algorithm that matches spectrally
similar intervals (see, for instance, Rabiner & Juang 1993). In order to make this
method appropriate for computing perceptual assimilation of word forms presenting any type of non-native contrast – be it segmental, suprasegmental or phonotactic – the Dynamic Time Warping algorithm should be modiﬁed so as to take
durational and F0 diﬀerences into account as well.
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Of course, more experimental work is necessary to establish the correspondence between loanword adaptations and perceptual assimilations.
The Japanese treatment of word-ﬁnal [n] is an interesting test case,
since it diﬀers from the previously studied ones in that diﬀerent source
languages give rise to diﬀerent adaptations of the same phonological
structure.
2.4 Summary
To sum up, in order to account for the asymmetry in the Japanese
adaptation of word-ﬁnal [n] in loanwords from English and French, one
might propose various hypotheses of an orthographic, phonological or
phonetic nature. We have couched the phonetic hypothesis that we favour
within a psycholinguistic framework: experimental research with both
monolinguals and bilinguals has shown that non-native sound structures
are assimilated during perception to the phonetically closest ones that are
legal in the native language. We will thus test the hypothesis that loanword
adaptations originate in perceptual assimilation. That is, rather than
directly testing the phonetic nature of the loanword adaptations by carrying out extensive measurements on English, French and Japanese
stimuli, we will examine if the Japanese loanword data mirror the way in
which Japanese listeners perceive word ﬁnal [n] in English and French.
If this is the case, then we will conclude, following models of perceptual
assimilation proposed by Best (1994), Kuhl (2000) and Best & Strange
(1992), that the adaptations of English and French word-ﬁnal [n] in
Japanese are based on phonetic minimality.
In the ﬁrst experiment, we use an oﬄine identiﬁcation task with English
and French non-word stimuli ; by using monolingual Japanese participants, we make sure that neither the orthography nor the phonology of
English and French can play a role. In the second experiment, we use an
online discrimination task with French non-word stimuli and bilingual
Japanese-French participants. Although these bilinguals know the French
spelling rules and might have some detailed knowledge of its phonology,
the choice of the task ensures that neither one of these sources of knowledge can be put to use during the experiment. Indeed, phonetic decoding,
the processing level that is responsible for perceptual assimilations and
that is tapped by online discrimination tasks, precedes both orthographic
and phonological processing levels (see, for instance, Dehaene-Lambertz
et al. 2000).

3 Experiment 1
Our experimental investigation tests the hypothesis that English forms
ending in [n] are perceptually closest to Japanese forms ending in a
moraic nasal consonant, whereas French forms ending in [n] are perceptually closest to Japanese forms ending in an onset [n] followed by a
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vowel.8 In particular, we administer a forced choice identiﬁcation task
with non-word stimuli produced by American English and French
speakers. These stimuli are presented orally to Japanese listeners who
have very little or no knowledge of French and limited knowledge of
English, and who are, moreover, not informed about the English and
French nature of the stimuli. This design thus guarantees that any
diﬀerences observed in the responses to the English and French stimuli
can only be due to diﬀerences in the phonetic properties of the stimuli,
and not to diﬀerences in the orthographic or phonological properties of
English and French.
3.1 Stimuli
We created 25 trisyllabic items of the form CVCV'CVN, containing the
following vowels9 and consonants: [i u E O A p t k b d g m n s j] (see
Appendix). All items respected the phonotactic structure of English and
French, and were non-words in both these languages. Twenty items were
embedded in both an English and a French carrier sentence, in which they
appeared as invented proper names. In the English sentences, these names
were composed of a disyllabic ﬁrst name and a monosyllabic last name,
such that main stress was on the last syllable (e.g. Mahby Yoon for the
item [mAbi'jun]). French has ﬁxed word-ﬁnal stress, and in the French
sentences, the proper names were trisyllabic ﬁrst names (e.g. Mabiyoune).
The English and French carrier sentences were matched in the number of
syllables, the position of the non-word item and the initial consonant of
the word to its right. The English sentences were read by four native
speakers of American English (two men and two women) and the French
ones by four native speakers of French (two men and two women).10 The
remaining ﬁve items were embedded in a Russian carrier sentence and
read by a female native speaker of Russian ; they were to be used for a short
training. All sentences were recorded on a DAT-recorder, digitised at
16000 Hz, and stored on a computer disk. The CVCV'CVN non-words
were then sliced out on the basis of inspection of the waveforms and
spectrograms, and stored as individual sound ﬁles. We thus obtained eight
stimuli – four English and four French ones – for each of the 20 test items,
and a single stimulus for each of the ﬁve training items.
Figure 2 shows spectrograms of the item /dEbippin/, spoken by a male
and a female English speaker and a male and a female French speaker. The
segmentation of the stimuli was determined by means of both auditory
8 A pilot experiment with similar results was presented in Vendelin & Peperkamp

(2004). This pilot used the same task but diﬀerent stimuli.
9 We chose vowels that are relatively similar in French and English. Some of these do

not exist in Japanese, but this is not a problem in a forced choice task that does not
focus on vowel perception.
10 In French, [A] is very infrequent, and the French speakers produced this vowel
most often as [a]. Note also that none of the French speakers had a Southern French
accent, where ﬁnal consonants are often followed by a schwa.
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Spectrograms of the item /dEbi‘pin/, spoken by (a) a male English speaker, (b) a
female English speaker, (c) a male French speaker and (d) a female French speaker.
They are normalised for duration and have a dynamic range of 40 dB (rel=release).
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Figure 3
Relative durations (a) and mean intensities (b) of the vowel, the nasal closure,
and the release in the final rhyme of the English and French stimuli.

and visual inspection. In particular, the presence of a vocalic release is
revealed by a transition from a concentration of spectral energy at the
lower frequencies – characteristic of nasal consonants – to a more homogenous redistribution of the spectral energy.
The mean durations of the American English and the French stimuli
were 841 ms and 715 ms respectively, representing a signiﬁcant diﬀerence
(t(158)=13.2, pY0.0001). The duration of the ﬁnal VN rhymes was
also signiﬁcantly diﬀerent, with the English ones lasting longer than the
French ones (English : 370 ms; French : 310 ms ; t(158)=10.2, pY0.0001).
In the English stimuli, the nasal consonant was released in 90% of the
cases and in the French ones in 100 % of the cases, again a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence (t(158)=3.0, pY0.005). In the English stimuli, the releases
produced by the female speakers had vocalic formants, whereas those
produced by the male speakers were better characterised as aspiration.
In the French stimuli, all releases had vocalic formants. Figures 3a and b
show the relative durations and mean intensities respectively of the vowel,
the nasal closure and the release in the ﬁnal rhyme of the English and
French stimuli. There were signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the relative durations
of the vowel (t(158)=15.6, pY0.0001), the nasal closure (t(158)=2.0,
pY0.05) and the release (t(158)=14.6, pY0.0001). Furthermore, there
were signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the mean intensities of the vowel
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.
.
(t(158)=2 2, pY0 03), the nasal closure (t(158)=7.8, pY0.0001) and the
release (t(158)=5.8, pY0.0001).
Finally, among the French speakers, the releases of the male speakers
had a longer relative duration than those of the female speakers (male :
26.3% ; female: 20.5% ; t(78)=5.2, pY0.000l), but they did not diﬀer in
their mean intensities (tY1). Among the American English speakers, there
were no diﬀerences in the relative duration and intensity of the
releases produced by the male vs. the female speakers.
3.2 Procedure
For the main part of the experiment, we created 20 blocks, one per item,
each consisting of four American English and four French tokens. Tokens
were randomly shuﬄed within the blocks and separated by ﬁve-second
silences. Participants completed a forced choice identiﬁcation task : after
listening to a token, they had to indicate on an answer sheet the candidate
non-word that in their opinion was closest to the token they had heard.
At the end of each block, participants had to press a button to start
listening to the next block. The main part of the experiment was preceded
by a short training phase, in which participants performed the same task
on the ﬁve training stimuli.
The answer sheet contained six options for each token. These options –
always non-words – were identical as far as the ﬁrst two syllables were
concerned, but diﬀered in what followed. Given that both vowel length
and consonant length are phonemic in Japanese, the set of answer options
resulted from combining three binary parameters : simple vs. geminate
vowel in the third syllable, simple vs. geminate nasal in the third syllable,
and absence vs. presence of a ﬁnal vowel. The second parameter is
dependent on the third one, since a geminate consonant can only occur if
followed by a vowel. For each item, there were thus two options without
and four with a ﬁnal vowel. An example is shown in (5). On the answer
sheet, all options were written not in rōmaji as in (5), but in katakana, the
Japanese syllabary used for loanwords.

(5) Forced choice options for the item [mAbi‘jun]
mabiyun – mabiyÀn – mabiyunu– mabiyÀnu– mabiyunnu– mabiyÀnnu
Note that the ﬁnal vowel was always <u>, corresponding to the vowel [ﬄ].
This is indeed the default epenthetic vowel in both integrated loanwords
and online adaptations in Japanese; moreover, it is the vowel that Japanese
speakers perceive within non-native consonant clusters (Dupoux et al.
1999).
From the viewpoint of phonological well-formedness, two of the
options are marginal, since they contain a trimoraic syllable ; this holds for
the second one, containing a long vowel followed by a tautosyllabic nasal,
and the last one, containing a long vowel followed by a geminate nasal.
With a handful of exceptions (e.g. pUtto ‘swiftly ’), the Japanese core
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lexicon does not allow for trimoraic syllables. In onomatopoeias and
loanwords, however, words ending in a sequence V:N freely occur (e.g. k~n
‘ shrill metallic sound ’, sup{n ‘ spoon’) (Kubozono 1999).
At the end of the experiment, participants were told that they had been
listening to speakers of two diﬀerent languages ; they were then asked to
guess which languages they had heard.
The experiment lasted about 25 minutes.
3.3 Participants
Twelve native speakers of Japanese (nine men and three women), with no
known hearing problems, aged between 20 and 32 (mean 24.4), were
tested in Tokyo. Eleven participants had learned English in school, starting
at age 12 or 13. Self-judgements on a ten-point scale of their competences
in English were on average 5.6 for comprehension, 4.5 for production and
4 for pronunciation. The remaining participant had no knowledge of
English at all. Three participants had learned French, one starting at age
8, one at age 19 and one at age 20; all three judged their own competence
in both comprehension and production in this language as well as their
pronunciation as very bad, between 1 and 4 on a ten-point scale (average
1.7 for comprehension, 1.7 for production and 1.8 for pronunciation).
Five participants correctly identiﬁed English as one of the languages
that were used in the experiment, and nine participants correctly identiﬁed French (three participants identiﬁed both English and French).
Other languages that were mentioned were German (two participants),
Italian (two), Spanish (two), Hindi (one), Russian (one), Turkish (one)
and Urdu (one).
3.4 Results and discussion
The mean percentages of responses with a ﬁnal vowel, separated by
speaker, are shown in Table I.
English
speaker

A

B

C

French
D

mean

E

F

G

H

mean

% responses
45·8 52·9 19·6 30·4 37·2 72·5 64·2 97·5 76·7 77·7
with a final
(6·2)
(6·0) (2·2) (5·3) (4·3) (6·1) (6·3) (1·2) (7·3) (4·5)
vowel
Table I
Mean percentages of responses with a final vowel and Standard Errors
(between parentheses) for English and French stimuli, separated by
speaker. Speakers A, B, E and F are female; the others are male.

The mean percentages of responses that included a ﬁnal vowel were
submitted to a one-way ANOVA with the within-participant factor
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Language (English vs. French). The eﬀect of Language was highly signiﬁcant (F(1, 11)=170.2, pY0.0001). Next, the same data were submitted
to two one-way ANOVAs, restricted to the English and the French stimuli
respectively, with the within-participant factor Sex (male vs. female). The
eﬀect of Sex was signiﬁcant in both ANOVAs (English : F(1, 11)=74.8,
pY0.0001; French: F(1, 11)=24.2, pY0.0001). Finally, a series of regression analyses was carried out to examine which acoustic characteristic(s) of the stimuli best predicted the presence of a ﬁnal vowel in
the responses. The following variables were used as predictors: relative
duration of vowel (i.e. the vowel preceding the nasal consonant), relative
duration of nasal, relative duration of release, intensity of vowel, intensity
of nasal, intensity of release, relative duration of vowel multiplied by its
intensity, relative duration of nasal multiplied by its intensity and relative
duration of release multiplied by its intensity.11 All relative durations were
calculated within the ﬁnal rhyme. It was found that the presence of a ﬁnal
vowel in the responses was best predicted by a single variable, the relative
duration of the release multiplied by its intensity, in other words
the spectral energy contained within the release of the nasal consonant
(see Fig. 4).12 This variable alone accounted for 61% of the variation
(F(1, 158)=242.1, pY0.0001).
These results show that for native speakers of Japanese, [n]-ﬁnal items
are perceptually closest to a nasal consonant followed by a vowel signiﬁcantly more often when produced by French speakers than when produced by American English speakers. In particular, in stimuli produced
by French speakers, the participants in this experiment identiﬁed the ﬁnal
[n] as a Japanese consonant–vowel sequence in three-quarters of the cases,
while in stimuli produced by American English speakers, they did so
in about only one-third of the cases. Among the English stimuli, most
responses with a ﬁnal vowel were given to those produced by female
speakers, that is, to the stimuli whose ﬁnal release more often had vocalic
formants. By contrast, among the French stimuli, most responses with a
11 Another factor of interest is the amount of nasalisation on the vowel. English and

French diﬀer in this variable in that, as mentioned in w2.2, vowels are nasalised
before nasal consonants in English, but not in French. Given that in Japanese, the
moraic nasal consonant can be realised as a nasal copy of the preceding vowel, we
expect that the presence of vowel nasalisation induces Japanese listeners to choose a
response without a ﬁnal vowel. However, in the absence of a measure of nasal airﬂow in our stimuli, it was impossible to enter this variable as a predictor.
12 A reviewer wonders why we do not obtain a sigmoid curve, characteristic of categorical perception. Such a curve basically consists of three parts : a low horizontal
line (ﬂoor eﬀect), a tilted line, as found in our regression, and a high horizontal line
(ceiling eﬀect). Concerning the rightmost part of the graph, it is likely that we would
have found the ceiling eﬀect with stimuli with an even higher amount of spectral
energy. Concerning the leftmost part of the graph, given that there were stimuli
having no release at all, the absence of the ﬂoor eﬀect is unexpected at ﬁrst sight.
Note, however, that before pause, the Japanese moraic nasal is produced most often
as a uvular nasal or a vowel, not as a dental or alveolar [n]. In other words, even
unreleased tokens of word-ﬁnal [n] do not match the Japanese word-ﬁnal N very
well and rather tend to be identiﬁed as the sequence [nﬄ].
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Figure 4
Mean percentages of responses including an epenthetic vowel to tokens
spoken by English and French speakers as a function of the spectral energy
of the release of the nasal consonant. The straight and dotted linear
regression lines concern the English and French tokens respectively.

ﬁnal vowel were given to those produced by male speakers, that is, to the
stimuli whose ﬁnal release on average had a longer relative duration.
Overall, the presence of the ﬁnal vowel in the responses correlated positively with the amount of spectral energy contained in the release of the
nasal consonant. These identiﬁcation judgements are uncontaminated by
either orthographic or phonological inﬂuences. This is because, ﬁrstly, the
presentation of the stimuli was auditory and the participants were not
even informed about the English and French nature of the stimuli, and,
secondly, the participants had little or no knowledge of French and only
limited knowledge of English.
Hence Japanese speakers are sensitive to phonetic diﬀerences between
English and French realisations of word-ﬁnal [n], and the diﬀerent
response patterns found with the identiﬁcation task mirror those found in
loanword adaptations. However, these results do not show that Japanese
speakers necessarily perceive English word-ﬁnal [n] as their native moraic
nasal consonant and French word-ﬁnal [n] as a sequence of nasal consonant+vowel respectively. This is because the options to choose from
were limited to a number of forms that are legal in Japanese. For instance,
it might be the case that the participants perceived a vocalic release rather
than a full-ﬂedged vowel in the French stimuli, a release that they felt was
most similar to the Japanese vowel [ﬄ]. In order to show that the presence
of an epenthetic vowel in loanwords from French originates from
perceptual assimilation (that is, mirrors a transformation that takes
place during phonetic decoding), it is necessary to go one step further.
Speciﬁcally, we should show that Japanese speakers have diﬃculties
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perceiving French word-ﬁnal [n] as anything other than consisting of a
nasal consonant followed by their native vowel [ﬄ]. This is the aim of
the next experiment, in which we use a discrimination rather than an
identiﬁcation task.

4 Experiment 2
Perceptual assimilation is assessed in online discrimination experiments,
using for instance an ABX paradigm. In this paradigm, A and B are always
diﬀerent and X is identical to either A or B; the task is to indicate which
one of A and B is identical to X. The harder it is to discriminate between A
and B, the lower the participants’ performance. Ideally, we would use this
task to assess the discrimination between French stimuli ending in [n] and
corresponding Japanese stimuli with an additional ﬁnal [ﬄ]. However,
given that French and Japanese diﬀer on many dimensions, it would be
very easy for Japanese participants to perform the task without paying
attention to the ﬁnal part of the stimuli. Indeed, among A and B,
one would sound Japanese and the other one distinctly non-Japanese.
A fruitful response strategy would thus consist in choosing the one that
sounds Japanese or the one that does not, according to whether X itself
sounds Japanese or not; a comparison restricted to the ﬁnal part of the
stimuli would simply be unnecessary.13
In this experiment, we circumvent this problem by using French
stimuli only. That is, we assess the discrimination of pairs of non-words,
produced by French speakers, which diﬀer only in that they end either in
[n] or in [nu] (e.g. [mabijun] – [mabijunu]). We reason that if Japanese
speakers, as opposed to French ones, have diﬃculties perceiving the difference, this is evidence that both non-words are perceptually assimilated
to a single native form, ending in [ﬄ].14 As a control condition, we also
assess the discrimination of pairs of non-words such as [mabijun] –
[mabijuni], where the diﬀerence lies in the presence vs. absence of a ﬁnal
[i]. For this contrast, Japanese speakers should have no more diﬃculty
than French speakers, regardless of whether they perceive a ﬁnal [ﬄ] in
[mabijun] or not.
4.1 Stimuli
Using the same items as in Experiment 1, we created 25 triplets of the
form [CVCVCVn] – [CVCVCVnu] – [CVCVCVni], ﬁve to be used for a
13 The same problem holds for a diﬀerent discrimination task, AX, where participants

have to indicate if X is identical to A or not. That is, a response strategy that yields
only correct responses would consist in replying ‘ yes ’ if both A and X sound either
Japanese or non-Japanese and ‘ no ’ otherwise.
14 Note that in loanwords from French, the vowel [u] is adapted as [ﬄ] (examples are
konkūru, adapted from concours [k/kuƒ] ‘ contest ’, and ōto-kuchūru, adapted from
haute couture [otkutyƒ] ‘ high fashion ’).
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training phase and the remaining 20 for the test phase. Two native French
speakers with some phonetic training, a man and a woman, recorded the
triplets. They were instructed to put stress on the vowel preceding [n]
(yielding non-French penultimate stress in the case of the vowel-ﬁnal
tokens). All stimuli were recorded on a DAT recorder, digitised at
16000 Hz and stored on a computer disk.
For each item, we compared the [n]-ﬁnal token produced by the male
speaker to the one produced by the female speaker, and, where necessary,
digitally edited the duration of the prenasal vowel, the consonant [n] and
the ﬁnal vowels [i] and [u], such that Japanese listeners would not perceive
any diﬀerences in vowel or consonant length between the two tokens
produced by the diﬀerent speakers. Next, for each speaker and for each
triplet, we extracted the initial CVCVCV portion from the [CVCVCVn]
token and the ﬁnal [nu] and [ni] portions from the vowel-ﬁnal tokens. We
then created new vowel-ﬁnal tokens by adding the [nu] and [ni] endings
to the CVCVCV base. In the resulting triplets ([CVCVCVn] – [CVCVCVnu] – [CVCVCVni]), the diﬀerences between the three tokens thus
concerned the realisation of the [n], [nu] and [ni] endings only, their initial
CVCVCV portions being strictly identical. Finally, for each item we
compared the duration of the ﬁnal vowel or vocalic release across the
six tokens (three male and three female), and, where necessary, reduced
or enhanced the duration of [i] or [u] in one or more tokens, such that
Japanese listeners would not perceive any length diﬀerences. For each
triplet, the resulting six stimuli were thus homogeneous in terms of both
the F0 contour and the segmental durations, making it impossible for the
Japanese participants to discriminate the vowel-ﬁnal stimuli from the
[n]-ﬁnal ones on the basis of perceived diﬀerences in either pitch accent or
vowel or consonant length. (For French participants, this was hardly a risk
to begin with, neither stress nor consonant and/or vowel length being
contrastive in French.)
Finally, a native speaker of French listened to the stimuli and veriﬁed
that they all ended in the intended segment (i.e. [n], [i] or [u]).
4.2 Procedure
Participants were told that they would listen to sequences of three words
in a foreign language, that in each sequence the third word was the
same as either the ﬁrst or the second one, and that their task would be
to indicate which of the ﬁrst two words was the same as the third one.
Each experimental trial consisted of the presentation of three stimuli
belonging to the same triplet (A, B and X), with an interstimulus
interval of 500 ms. A and B were always produced by the female speaker
and X by the male speaker. Participants had 3500 ms to press a button on
their left or right to indicate whether X was the same as A or B respectively. The trial ended immediately after the response was given or after
the 3500 ms had elapsed, whichever came ﬁrst. The next trial started
1000 ms later.
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The experiment started with a training phase of 20 trials, during which
participants received feedback as to whether their responses were correct.
In the case of an incorrect response or no response within 3500 ms the trial
was repeated until the correct response was given. The test phase consisted of 160 trials, 8 per item, divided over two blocks. In each block, half
of the trials concerned the experimental contrast [n] vs. [nu], the other half
the control contrast [n] vs. [ni]; the quality of X (ending in [n] or in a
vowel) as well as the correct response (A or B) were counterbalanced.
Participants could take a short pause after the ﬁrst block.
The experiment lasted about 20 minutes.
4.3 Participants
Sixteen native speakers of French, four men and 12 women, and 16 native
speakers of Japanese, three men and 13 women, were tested individually in
Paris. The French participants were aged between 18 and 28 (mean 22).
The Japanese participants were aged between 21 and 37 (mean 29) ; they
had lived in Paris between one and seven years (mean three). They had
started to learn French between 12 and 26 years of age (mean 19.6), mainly
at university and/or in a language school. Self-judgments on a ten-point
scale of their own competences in French were on average 6.3 for comprehension, 5.9 for production and 5.9 for pronunciation. None of the
participants reported a known hearing problem.
4.4 Results and discussion
One French participant had a correct response rate of 26%, i.e. well below
the level of chance, which is at 50%. This suggests a confusion about the
association of the response buttons ; the data from this participant were
therefore discarded.
Figure 5 shows the mean correct response rates and the mean reaction
times for the trials with a correct response, as a function of native language
and type of contrast.
Two ANOVAs were run, one on the correct response rates and one on
the reaction times, with the between-participants factor Language (Japanese vs. French) and the within-participant factor Contrast ([n] – [nu] vs.
[n] – [ni]). The ANOVA on the correct response rates revealed signiﬁcant
main eﬀects of both Language (F(1, 29)=38.6, pY0.0001) and Contrast
(F(1, 29)=63.8, pY0.0001), as well as a signiﬁcant interaction between
these two factors (F(1, 29)=38.4, pY0.0001). This interaction was due to
the fact that the size of the eﬀect of Contrast was much bigger for the
Japanese than for the French participants (Japanese: 72.0% vs. 94.8%,
F(1, 15)=55.9, pY0.0001 ; French : 95.7% vs. 98.3 %, F(1, 14)=8.9,
pY0.02). The ANOVA on the reaction times for the trials with a correct
response revealed a marginally signiﬁcant eﬀect of Language (F(1, 29)=
3.3, pY0.078), a signiﬁcant eﬀect of Contrast (F(1, 29)=36.8, pY0.0001)
and a signiﬁcant interaction between these two factors (F(1, 29)=16.9,
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Figure 5
Mean correct response rates (large bars) and mean reaction times (small,
striped bars) for the trials with a correct response, as a function of native
language and type of contrast. The error bars indicate standard errors.

pY0.0001). This interaction was due to the fact that the eﬀect of Contrast
was signiﬁcant for the Japanese (643 ms vs. 485 ms, F(1, 15)=35.6,
pY0.0001), but not for the French participants (439 ms vs. 410 ms,
F(1, 14)=3.2, p=0.1).
These results show that Japanese listeners who are proﬁcient in French
are both more error prone and slower to discriminate French [n]-ﬁnal
stimuli from corresponding [nu]-ﬁnal ones than from corresponding
[ni]-ﬁnal ones. French listeners also make more errors on the [n] – [nu]
contrast (suggesting that the schwa-like vocalic release of [n] is acoustically closer to [u] than to [i]), but the diﬀerence is very much reduced
compared to that obtained with Japanese listeners; moreover, French
listeners respond equally fast to the two contrasts. This, then, is evidence
that Japanese listeners, even bilingual ones who live in France, have difﬁculties perceiving the French contrast between the vocalic release of ﬁnal
[n] and the vowel [u], which are hence perceptually assimilated to the same
Japanese vowel, i.e. [ﬄ].
Note that the performance of the Japanese participants in this experiment is still better than chance. This is not surprising, given the presence
of acoustic diﬀerences between the [n]-ﬁnal stimuli on the one hand and
the [nu]-ﬁnal ones on the other hand. Better than chance performance is
indeed widespread in experiments concerning even the most diﬃcult nonnative contrasts, such as the English [] – [l] contrast for Japanese listeners
(Goto 1971) or the Spanish stress contrast for French listeners (Dupoux
et al. 1997). In particular, several studies have shown that the more the
phonetic variability of the stimuli is reduced, the easier it is to perceive
non-native contrasts (see, for instance, Werker & Tees 1984, Dupoux
et al. 1997, Dupoux et al. 2001). In all cases of perceptual assimilation,
the crucial ﬁnding is that listeners fail to phonologically encode acoustic
diﬀerences that do not represent a phonemic contrast in their native
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language, as shown by the fact that their performance is signiﬁcantly
worse than that of a control group.15 Following Werker & Tees (1984), we
argue that for the purposes of loanword adaptation the residual acoustic
capacity to perceive non-native contrasts is of little use. This is because
candidate loanwords are typically embedded in sentences and pronounced
by a large variety of speakers, yielding a much higher amount of phonetic
variability than in even the most diﬃcult perception experiment.
Moreover, the noisy environment in which natural language processing
occurs adds yet another dimension to the diﬃculty of accurate perception
of non-native contrasts.

5 General discussion
Taken together, the results of the present experiments show that Japanese
listeners perceptually assimilate French but not English word-ﬁnal [n] to a
consonant-vowel sequence. This is strong evidence that the asymmetry
found in the adaptations of [n]-ﬁnal loanwords from French and English
originates in phonetic decoding during speech perception, a process that
has been argued to be based on phonetic minimality, expressed in terms of
either acoustic parameters (Kuhl 2000) or ﬁne-grained articulatory gestures (Best & Strange 1992). Ultimately, phonetic measurements comparing Japanese productions to English and French ones are necessary to
conﬁrm that the perceptual assimilation of English and French word-ﬁnal
[n] consist of phonetically minimal transformations.16
In this section, we discuss how the present research relates to previous
work on the role of perception in loanword adaptations. Speciﬁcally, we
15 The question of acoustic vs. phonological processing has been studied in more detail

for a case that is very similar to the one presently investigated. Japanese listeners,
contrary to French ones, have diﬃculties perceiving contrasts such as that between
[ebzo] and [ebuzo], where the only diﬀerence lies in the absence vs. presence of the
vowel [u] ; by contrast, French listeners were shown to have diﬃculties perceiving
vowel-length contrasts, e.g. [ebuzo] – [ebu:zo], which pose no problem to Japanese
listeners (Dupoux et al. 1999). Using functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(fMRI), Jacquemot et al. (2003) next showed that the contrast that is phonologically
irrelevant and hence diﬃcult to perceive (i.e. [ebuzo] – [ebu:zo] for French listeners
and [ebzo] – [ebuzo] for Japanese listeners) fails to activate regions in the left
hemisphere that are activated by the contrast that is phonemic and hence easy to
perceive (i.e. [ebuzo] – [ebu:zo] for Japanese listeners and [ebzo] – [ebuzo] for
French listeners). Interestingly, participants performed a very easy task in this
fMRI study : an AAX discrimination paradigm was used in which the two occurrences of A were physically identical and X was either the same token once again or a
token of the contrastive category. Consequently, participants could perform the task
at an acoustic processing level and indeed did quite well on the non-native contrast.
Yet, the brain-imaging data showed a large processing advantage for the native
contrast.
16 Not surprisingly, it turns out that a similar asymmetry between loanwords from
English and French can be found in other languages. In particular, Kang (1996)
reports that in Korean, a word-ﬁnal [m] – a legal coda consonant – is adapted with a
ﬁnal epenthetic vowel in loanwords from French but not in loanwords from
English. As in the present paper, Kang invokes the strong vocalic release of wordﬁnal consonants in French to account for this asymmetry.
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ﬁrst review experimental and phonetic data, and then turn to a comparison
of our psycholinguistic modelling of the data with alternatives couched
within phonological theory.
5.1 Previous work
Following the seminal article of Silverman (1992), the possible role of
perception in loanword adaptations has received a great deal of attention
(Yip 1993, 2002, Takagi & Mann 1994, Rose 1999, Gbéto 2000, Kim &
Curtis 2002, Kang 2003, Broselow 2004a, Kenstowicz 2004, Iverson &
Lee 2006, Smith 2006, Davidson 2007; see also several of the contributions to Kenstowicz & Uﬀmann 2006 for arguments both for and against
the role of perception). It seems fair to say that nowadays there is some
consensus that perception plays a role in loanword adaptations. There is
less agreement, however, as to the extent to which perception is responsible for adaptation patterns. Of course, this is ultimately an empirical
question. Whereas arguments in favour of perception are often based on
impressionistic data, experimental data have been presented as well, in
particular by Takagi & Mann (1994) and Kim & Curtis (2002). The
present results are in line with both of these previous reports concerning
the perceptual origin and phonetic character of loanword adaptations.
Takagi & Mann (1994) examined the systematic diﬀerences in Japanese
adaptations of English words containing a vowel+stop sequence as a
function of whether the vowel is tense or lax. The basic pattern is that
word-ﬁnally, the VC sequence is adapted as a short vowel followed by a
geminate consonant (and an epenthetic vowel) if the English vowel is lax
(6a) and as a long vowel followed by a simple consonant (and an epenthetic
vowel) if the English vowel is tense (6b).17

(6) a. hitto < hit

b. b√tƒ < beat

Following up on work by Lovins (1975), Takagi & Mann conducted a
perception experiment that showed that this asymmetry is reﬂected by the
way in which Japanese listeners, both monolingual and bilingual, identify
English vowel+stop sequences. That is, English non-word stimuli ending
in such a sequence were judged to be closest to a Japanese sequence consisting of a short vowel plus a geminate consonant if the English vowel was
lax and of a long vowel plus a simple consonant if it was tense.
Similarly, Kim & Curtis (2002) examined the Korean adaptation of
English /s/ as lenis /s/ if it is followed by a consonant (7a) and as fortis /s’/
in other contexts, i.e. before a vowel (7b) or word-ﬁnally (7c).

(7) a. [sîlÄmpHî] < slump
b. [s’olo]
< solo
c. [Cens’î]
< chance
17 Note that in these and other loanwords ending in [t], the epenthetic vowel is [o]

rather than [ﬄ]. The sequence [tﬄ] is not allowed in Japanese.
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Although duration is not the main cue to lenis/fortis contrasts in Korean,
the frication duration of lenis /s/ is shorter than that of fortis /s’/.
Conducting both a production and a perception experiment, Kim &
Curtis tested the hypothesis that the adaptation pattern in (7) mirrors
Korean speakers’ perception of subtle diﬀerences in the duration of /s/ in
English. In the production experiment, they showed that English /s/ is
indeed shorter before a consonant than in other contexts. In the perception experiment, they digitally edited an English syllable [sa], creating
several tokens that varied in the duration of [s], and asked Korean listeners
to identify the consonant as either lenis or fortis. It was found that there is
a linear relationship between the duration of [s] and the percentage of lenis
responses; that is, the shorter its duration, the more English [s] was
judged to be similar to lenis /s/. Although this experiment does not directly test the perception of English [s] in diﬀerent contexts, it shows that
Korean listeners are sensitive to the durational diﬀerences that English [s]
displays.
The present article, as well as Takagi & Mann (1994) and Kim & Curtis
(2002), involves direct comparisons of loanword adaptations to the perception of non-native sound structures. A study that is slightly diﬀerent in
character but that should not be left unmentioned is that of Kang (2003).
Without arguing that loanword adaptations actually originate in speech
perception, Kang hypothesises that they are driven by a requirement to
achieve maximal perceptual similarity between the source forms and their
adaptations. Equating perceptual similarity with phonetic proximity, she
uses phonetic measurements to provide evidence in favour of this hypothesis. Her study deals with English loanwords in Korean, in particular
those that end in a stop. These stops sometimes undergo what seems to be
an unnecessary adaptation. For instance, voiceless stops are sometimes
adapted as an aspirated stop followed by an epenthetic vowel, despite the
fact that in Korean voiceless stops are perfectly legal word-ﬁnally. Kang
shows that the occurrence of this adaptation depends upon several factors,
one of which is the nature of the preceding vowel : epenthesis is indeed
likely to occur if this vowel is tense, as in the example in (8a), but not if it is
lax, as in (8b).

(8) a. [wikHî] < week

b. [kHwik] < quick

From a phonological point of view, this pattern is unexpected. From a
phonetic point of view, however, it makes sense. That is, in Korean, ﬁnal
stops are obligatorily unreleased, whereas in English, they can be realised
either with or without a release. In the former case, the phonetically
closest match is with a Korean form that has a ﬁnal vowel. Crucially, when
preceded by a tense vowel, English stops appear to be more often released,
whereas when preceded by a lax vowel, they are more often unreleased, a
pattern that matches the distribution of epenthesis in loanword adaptations.
Interestingly, the Korean cases studied by Kim & Curtis (2002) and
Kang (2003) show a certain similarity to the Japanese one considered in
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Figure 6
A speech-sound processing model. The processes indicated by single arrows
are language specific; those marked by double arrows are universal.

the present article: a single segment gives rise to two diﬀerent adaptation
patterns within the same borrowing language, with the choice of the
adaptation depending upon the phonetic realisation of that segment in the
input. In the Korean cases this realisation diﬀers as a function of the
phonological context, whereas in the Japanese case it diﬀers as a function
of the source language.
5.2 Psycholinguistic vs. phonological modelling
More experimental work is necessary to test the perceptual origin of
loanword adaptations. In this section, we turn away from this empirical
question and examine how the role of perception might be modelled.
In w2.3, we proposed that loanword adaptations reﬂect the process of
perceptual assimilation, which takes place during phonetic decoding.
Figure 6 shows the place of phonetic decoding within an integrated
speech-sound processing model. This model, based on various proposals
from the literature on speech perception and production, makes two
orthogonal distinctions : one between perception and production, the
other one between phonology and phonetics.18 During perception, an
18 Outside the realm of loanword adaptations, Boersma (1999) proposes a grammar

model that likewise distinguishes between perception and production and recognises
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acoustic signal is ﬁrst of all mapped onto a phonetic surface form, based on
a continuous, universal format of formant transitions. This universal
phonetic representation is then mapped onto a language-speciﬁc discrete
phonological surface form by the process called phonetic decoding (Best
1994) ; recall that this is the process responsible for perceptual assimilation
of non-native sounds and sound structures to native ones. Finally, the
surface phonological form is mapped onto an underlying form, a process
called phonological decoding (Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson 1991). During
production, on the other hand, the phonological encoder maps underlying
forms onto surface phonological forms, which are mapped onto surface
phonetic forms by the phonetic encoder (Levelt 1989, Levelt et al. 1999).
The underlying form in perception is homologous to the underlying
form in production ; likewise for the two phonological surface forms. The
phonological decoder and encoder thus perform inverse functions. The
phonetic surface forms can diverge quite a bit, especially in the case of
the processing of non-native words, where the phonetic surface form in
perception is a low-level representation in terms of formant transitions of
an acoustic signal produced in a foreign language and the one in production contains the articulatory motor program for its nativised form.
Our proposal that loanword adaptations reﬂect the phenomenon of
perceptual assimilation formalises an intuition expressed in Silverman
(1992) and Yip (1993, 2006) that perceptually based adaptations are pregrammatical, in the sense that they are computed before the phonological
grammar per se comes into play. Indeed, in our model, loanword adaptations are the reﬂex of a process that applies during phonetic decoding,
whereas native alternations are the grammatical equivalent of the processes computed during phonological encoding. Loanword adaptations
and native alternations are thus fundamentally diﬀerent. Note, though,
that they also share an important characteristic: they both consist of
transformations that result in legal phonological surface forms (loanword
adaptations in perception and native alternations in production). This
accounts for the fact that if the same phonotactically illegal structure is
present both in the source forms of loanwords and in the underlying forms
of native words, the corresponding loanword adaptation and native alternation typically involve the same transformations. Indeed, there are not
many ways to transform an illegal form into a legal one in an economical
way; native alternations and loanword adaptations thus often go hand
in hand. Our model leaves open, however, the possibility of conﬂicts
between loanword adaptations and native alternations, that is, of cases
in which a given illegal form is treated diﬀerently, depending upon
whether it concerns an underlying form of a native word or the
source form of a loanword. It turns out that such conﬂicts indeed occur.

diﬀerent levels of phonological knowledge. The model presented here is not the
processing equivalent of Boersma’s model, though. That is, the two models are not
isomorphic.
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Illegal structure

Loanword adaptation Native alternation

coda consonants in Maori
(Yip 2002*)

vowel epenthesis
[wu:ru] < wool

consonant deletion
/ma:tur/£[ma:tu] ‘know’

coda ¿ in Lama
(Ulrich 1997*)

vowel epenthesis
[fi¿@¸] < Fr. vigne
[vi¿] ‘vineyard’

fronting19
/ti+¿@/̧£[t$:n]
‘elephants’

coda release features in Korean vowel epenthesis
[kHocHi] < coach
(Kang 1996*, Kenstowicz &
[pos’î] < boss
Sohn 2001, Kenstowicz &
Suchato 2006*)

suppression
/nacH/£[nat] ‘face’
/nas/£[nat] ‘sickle’

obstruent-nasal clusters in
Korean
(Kang 1996)

nasalisation
/kuk+mul/£[kuNmul]
‘soup’
/top+nîn/£[tomnîn]
‘help-rel’

vowel epenthesis20
[pHikHînik] < picnic

consonant clusters in Korean vowel epenthesis
(Kenstowicz & Suchato 2006*) [peltHî] < belt

consonant deletion
/talk/£[tak] ‘chicken’

obstruent-liquid clusters in Fula medial epenthesis
(Paradis 1992, Paradis &
[ta:bal] < Fr. table
LaCharité 1997)
[tabl] ‘table’

final epenthesis
/sokl+ka/£[soklaka]
‘need’

monomoraic final syllables in gemination
Thai
[d¿:t6:] < data
(Kenstowicz & Suchato 2006*)

glottal stop epenthesis
/pHrá/£[pHrá?] ‘monk’

je-sequences in Japanese
(Itô & Mester 1995)

deletion
/moj+eru/£[moeru]
‘burn-intrans’

vocalisation21
[iemeN] < Yemen

intervocalic stops in Malayalam gemination22
(Mohanan & Mohanan 2003*) [be:k:ar] < baker

voicing
/makan/£[magan] ‘son’

Table II
Conflicts between loanword adaptations and native alternations. References that
explicitly discuss the existence of a conflict are marked with *.

Table II presents various examples; all loanwords are from English unless
otherwise indicated.
19 Word-ﬁnal schwa is deleted after sonorants, with compensatory lengthening ap-

plying to the preceding vowel (cf. /mJ-r@/ £ [mL:r] ‘ nose ’).
20 This adaptation is found in older speakers only ; younger speakers apply nasalisation,

as in native words.
21 Alternatively, certain loanwords undergo deletion, as found in the native vocabu-

lary.
22 Strictly speaking this is not a case of loanword adaptation : the process of gemination

takes place in Malayee English, a variety of English used by speakers of Malayalam.
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Clearly, in all of these cases perceptual minimality can be at stake in
either the native alternation or the loanword adaptation, but not both. For
one of them, it seems likely a priori that it is the loanword adaptation and
not the native alternation that constitutes a perceptually minimal change:
this is the Korean case of epenthesis in loanwords vs. suppression of
release features in the native phonology. Given that word-ﬁnal stops are
strictly unreleased in Korean, the perceptual distance between, for
instance, [cH] and [cHi] (the surface form in loanwords) is probably smaller
than that between [cH] and [tq] (the surface form in native words).
Ultimately, only phonetic measurements and/or perception experiments
can shed light on the empirical question of which changes are minimal in
cases of conﬂict.
Our psycholinguistic model should be compared to alternative,
linguistic, models, in which loanword adaptations are computed by the
phonological grammar. In particular, Kang (2003), proposes, following
Steriade (2001), that the phonological grammar is supplied with correspondence constraints that demand perceptual similarity between input
and output. Crucially, the input to the grammar can be either an underlying form (in the case of a native alternation) or a foreign surface
form (in the case of a loanword adaptation). This model, which has
been adopted by Adler (2006) and Shinohara (2006), thus accounts
for perceptual minimality eﬀects in both native alternations and loanword
adaptations. The existence of conﬂicts between loanword adaptations
and native alternations, though, is problematic, since it shows that
the ranking of the constraint demanding perceptual similarity can
depend on the type of input, loanword or native word. Of course, individual languages might have a whole family of constraints demanding
perceptual similarity that are ranked diﬀerently. In the cases presented
in Table II, however, only one such constraint is at play, since the loanword adaptations and the native alternations repair the same illegal
structures.
An obvious solution to this problem consists of allowing constraints
demanding perceptual similarity to apply in the case of loanword adaptations only. This solution appears to be adopted in Kenstowicz & Suchato’s
(2006) study of loanwords in Thai. Noting the conﬂict reported in Table II
between gemination in loanwords and glottal stop epenthesis in native
words, the authors propose a set of high-ranked output-to-output faithfulness constraints. These constraints exercise their inﬂuence in the
computation of loanword adaptations, where candidate adapted forms are
evaluated in light of a foreign surface form. However, they are simply
irrelevant for the derivation of surface forms from underlying forms,
i.e. for the computation of native alternations. Native alternations and
perceptually based loanword adaptations are thus driven by the need to
satisfy the same markedness constraints, but diﬀer with regard to the
relevant faithfulness constraints : whereas native alternations are subject to
input-to-output faithfulness, loanword adaptations are subject to outputto-output faithfulness.
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The fact that both loanword adaptations and native alternations yield
phonotactically legal surface forms, although in diﬀerent ways and
possibly with diﬀerent results, is central to both our psycholinguistic and
Kenstowicz & Suchato’s (2006) linguistic proposal. Might it be the case,
then, that Kenstowicz & Suchato’s model is the grammatical equivalent of
our psycholinguistic model ? We answer this question in the negative, for
two reasons. First, output-to-output faithfulness constraints take as their
input phonetic representations, which can be fairly detailed but are
discrete. The phonetic decoder in our model, by contrast, takes as its input
a continuous representation of formant transitions. Second, nothing
in Optimality Theory demands that output-to-output faithfulness constraints be top-ranked, and, therefore, that loanword adaptations be
inﬂuenced by perception. Individual languages might have grammars in
which some output-to-output faithfulness constraints are ranked high and
others low. We even expect there to be languages in which output-tooutput faithfulness is uniformly ranked so low that it never plays a role. In
other words, languages are predicted to diﬀer widely with respect to the
role of perception in loanword adaptations. By contrast, in our psycholinguistic model, phonetic decoding applies regardless of the listener’s
native language and regardless of the source word. Consequently, perceptual assimilation is expected to be massively responsible for loanword
adaptations.
This brings us to two ﬁnal questions we should raise. The ﬁrst one
concerns the existence of loanword adaptations that are not due to perceptual assimilation and their place in the present model. As mentioned
before, based on psycholinguistic evidence concerning the perception of
non-native sound structures, we consider the default origin of loanword
adaptations to be perceptual assimilation. There are at least two types
of adaptations, though, which have diﬀerent origins. Both have been
mentioned before. First, many loanword adaptations are based on written
input and arguably inﬂuenced by the orthography of the source language
(see Iverson 2005 for examples, and Vendelin & Peperkamp 2006 for experimental evidence). Orthography being a metalinguistic characteristic,
an account of this type of adaptation has not yet been integrated into our
model.23 Second, the phonological grammar of the borrowing language
can play a role in loanword adaptations, most notably in the case of overgeneralisations to a default pattern, where perceptual assimilation arguably does not apply (see note 6). These adaptations are thus computed by
the phonological encoding module. We do not exclude the existence of
other types of adaptations that are likewise due to the phonological
grammar of the borrowing language. However, given the primacy of perception over production and the automatic nature of perceptual assimilation, phonology can only be argued to come into play once perceptual
23 Of course, a great many loanwords enter the borrowing language via both oral and

written input. Disentangling the respective roles of orthography and perception in
those cases is an issue that largely remains to be investigated.
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assimilation is shown either not to take place or to be followed by further
adjustments.
The second question concerns the existence of non-adaptations.
Although most research in loanword phonology focuses on patterns of
adaptation, examples of non-adaptations – i.e. non-native structures that
are not modiﬁed when appearing in a loanword – are not hard to come by.
For instance, Haugen (1950) mentions the otherwise unattested wordﬁnal presence in English of [Z] in rouge, a loanword from French. Many
other examples can be found in, for instance, Holden (1976), Bauer (1985),
Danesi (1985), Kang (1996), Paradis & LaCharité (1997), Itô & Mester
(1999, 2001), Sicoli (2000), Ussishkin & Wedel (2003), Broselow (2004b),
Kenstowicz & Suchato (2006) and Yip (2006). The question as to how
non-adaptations should be dealt with has received some attention, too.
Speciﬁcally, both Holden (1976) and Itô & Mester (1999, 2001) propose
that markedness constraints that are never violated in the native
phonology are in fact not all equally strong. The weaker an individual
markedness constraint, the greater the likelihood that it can be violated in
loanwords, giving rise to non-adaptations. Although such an analysis can
easily be implemented within, for instance, Optimality Theory, it seems
rather ad hoc in that it leaves unanswered the question as to why some
constraints are weaker than others. Indeed, the native phonology provides
no evidence for such a hierarchy of strengths, all the constraints in
question being obeyed in native words. In our model, non-adaptations can
arise only if a given non-native structure is not perceptually assimilated.
Some non-native sounds and sound structures are indeed easier to
perceive than others (Best 1994), thus making non-adaptation become
more likely (for discussion along these lines of a concrete example, see
Crawford, in press). We therefore make the empirical prediction that there
is a correlation between ease of perception, as established in discrimination experiments, and the occurrence of non-adaptations.24

6 Conclusion
In the present article, we have considered an asymmetry in the Japanese
adaptation of word-ﬁnal [n] in loanwords from English and French:
whereas in the former, [n] is adapted as a moraic nasal consonant, in the
24 Alternatively, Ussishkin & Wedel (2003) propose that the question of whether a

non-native structure is adapted or not depends upon articulatory ease, which they
deﬁne as a function of the native language phonology (rather than as an inherent
property of speech sounds). We disagree with their proposal, because it presupposes
that non-native structures are never perceptually assimilated. However, for those
cases in which perceptual assimilation arguably is not at stake, we acknowledge that
ease of articulation can play a role. An example is provided by Zulu clicks, which
have been shown by Best et al. (1988) to by and large escape perceptual assimilation
in English listeners (due to the fact that they are acoustically so distant from any
available native phonetic category), but which are nonetheless not likely to enter the
periphery of the English sound system by means of loanword non-adaptations.
Indeed, English speakers have no experience with the (linguistic) articulation of
click sounds ; hence, they would adapt Zulu clicks for articulatory reasons.
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latter it is adapted with a ﬁnal epenthetic vowel. We have provided experimental evidence that this asymmetry is due to phonetic diﬀerences in
the realisation of word-ﬁnal [n] in English and French, and, consequently,
to the way in which English and French word-ﬁnal [n] are perceived by
native speakers of Japanese. In particular, French but not English wordﬁnal [n] has a strong vocalic release that is assimilated to the Japanese
vowel [ﬄ] during phonetic decoding, a process that is beyond conscious
awareness and applies in both monolinguals and bilinguals. We have also
proposed a psycholinguistic model that accounts for both similarities and
diﬀerences between loanword adaptations and native alternations.
To conclude, loanword adaptations are a real speech phenomenon,
arising during contact between speakers of the borrowing language
with speakers of the source language. Based on psycholinguistic evidence
concerning the perception of non-native sound patterns, we consider all
loanword adaptations that do not represent generalisations to a default
pattern and that are not inﬂuenced by orthography to originate in
perceptual assimilation, unless evidence to the contrary is provided. This
does not mean that these loanword adaptations are completely identical to
perceptual assimilations. Indeed, whereas the phenomenon of perceptual
assimilation shows both intra- and inter-subject variation, loanword
adaptations tend to be homogeneous across speakers. This suggests that
they are subject to a process of standardisation within the population of
speakers of the borrowing language. Moreover, the outcome of this
standardisation may change over time, as shown by the fact that a given
non-native structure may be adapted in older loanwords but not in newer
ones (see e.g. Haugen 1953, Crawford, in press). Our working hypothesis,
then, is that loanword adaptations reﬂect the average result of perceptual
assimilation as found in most speakers (whether mono- or bilingual). In
future research, we plan to focus on this process of standardisation, for
instance by examining how loanwords spread through a population and
how their phonological shape evolves as a function of time and space
(Haugen 1953, Poplack et al. 1988, Sicoli 2000, Crawford, in press).
Appendix
Training items
/sOmi‘gAn/
/dAbi‘tEn/
/pAni‘bOn/
/mipA‘kun/
/tEmi‘kin/

Test items
/dEbA‘min/
/dEbi‘pin/
/dEpA‘nun/
/dAmi‘bin/
/mEbA‘zOn/

/mAbi‘jun/
/mibA‘pAn/
/mObi‘gOn/
/pAbi‘mun/
/pAmi‘jAn/

Carrier sentences (Experiment 1 only)
English Yesterday I met _, Louise and Judy.
French Hier j’ai rencontré _, Laurence et Julie.

/pimA‘gin/
/pOmA‘zEn/
/sEgA‘pEn/
/sEmi‘tAn/
/sAbi‘mEn/

/sOgi‘nAn/
/tEbA‘nOn/
/tEgi‘dOn/
/tApi‘gEn/
/tOpA‘sun/
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